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Let (X. Y), (X,, Yr),..., (x,, Y,) be i.i.d. (R’x R)-valued random vectors with 
El YI < 0~. and let m,,(.v) be a nearest neighbor estimate of the regression function 
m(.u) = E( YI X = .x). We establish an exponential bound of the mean deviation 
between m,,(.~) and m(.r) given the training sample Z”== (x,, Y, ,.__, X,. Y,). under 
the conditions as weak as possible. This is a substantial improvement on Beck’s 
result. ( 1987 Academic Pres, Ix 
I. TNTR~DUCTI~N 
Let (X, Y), (A’,, Y, ) ,..., (X,,, Y,,) be i.i.d. (R” x R)-valued random vectors 
with El YI < CG. To estimate m(x) = E( Y 1 X= s), the regression function of 
Y with respect to A’, Stone [3] and others proposed the so-called weight 
estimation 
n2,J.Y) = i W,,,(x) Y,, (1) 
/=I 
where W,,,(.u) = W,,j(.q X, ,..., A’,,) is a Borel-measurable function of its 
arguments. Let V,,,, j = I,..., II, be non-negative real number such that 
C:‘= 1 V,2, = 1. For suitable-chosen metric j/a - hll on R“ (such as L2 or L, ), 
rearrange Xi, j = l,..., n: 
llx;-sll d I~x;--ull d “’ 6 11x::--ull (2) 
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(ties are broken by comparing indices), and set 
m,(x) = i vn, Yf, (3) 
,=l 
Then we obtain the nearest neighbor (NN) estimates of m(x). 
Many scholars studied convergence problem of these estimates from dif- 
ferent points of view. (For the universal consistency, one can refer to, e.g., 
Stone [3]. For the pointwise moment-consistency, see Devroye [2]. For 
the pointwise as. consistency, see Devroye [2], Zhao and Bai [IS]). In this 
paper, we study another convergence of these estimates. 
Write r = (X, ,..., X,), Y”= (Y ,,..., Y,,), and Z”= (A”‘, Y”). Let 
g,, = g,Jx, Z”) be an estimate of m(x). In some problems, we are interested 
in the following mean deviation of g,, given the training sample Z” 
D(g,,)=E{Ig,,(X,Z”)-m(X)1 I .,,; 
where Q denotes the distribution of X. 
Take k = k,, <n, and put 
For this class of estimates, Beck [ 1 ] established the following theorem: 
Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(4) 
(i) Y is bounded. 
(ii) m(x) is continuous on R“. 
(iii) Q has a continuous densityf: 
(iv) k+co and k/n+Oasn+cc. 
Then, for any given F > 0, 
(5) 
(6) 
P{D(%,)>&} <em’“, 
where C > 0 is a constant independent of n. 
This theorem deals only with a special case of NN estimates, and the 
assumptions are rather restrictive. Recently, we substantially improved this 
result. We established the following: 
THEOREM 1. Let m,(x) be a NN estimate ofm(x) defined by (2) and (3). 
Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied: 
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(i ) Y is bounded. 
(ii) Q has a densityf: 
(iii) There exists a sequence of integers k = k, such that 
k+cO, k/n + 0, 
(7) 
Sup {k max Vn,) < co 
II I</Gk 
and 
,=k+l 
Then for any given E > 0, we have 
P{D(m,)Bc}<ep’“, 
ulhere C > 0 is a constant independent of n. 
Note that the special case considered by Beck is included in this theorem. 
Besides, this theorem gives a substantial improvement of Beck’s result, by 
getting rid of the continuity requirement of m(x) andf(x), the density of Q. 
2. SOME LEMMAS 
Theorem I is valid for the Lz norm or L, norm on Rd, here we only give 
the proof for L, norm. For simplicity, we make the following convention: 
E, E], s2 ,..., C, Co, C, ,..., c(, /I,, b2, 6, etc., are all constants independent of n. 
I, or Z(A) denotes the indicator of a set A. #(A) denotes the cardinal of 
set A. S,,, = (U E Rd: I( u - XII 6 p }. A denotes the Lebesgue measure (on 
Rd). We need the following lemmas in the sequel. 
LEMMA 1 (Besicovitch Covering Lemma). Let E be bounded subset of 
Rd, and let X be a family of cubes covering E which contains a cube D, with 
center x for each x E E. Then there exists points {xk) in E such that 
(i) EC i.) 4. 
(ii) there exists a constant B depending only on d such that 
Ck 4D.q) G 0’. 
Refer to Wheeden and Zygmund [4, pp. 185-187). 
Let Qn be the empirical measure of X, ,..., X,, and T> 0 be a given con- 
stant. Fix 6 E (0, 1/2a) and assume that h = h, E (0, 1). Set 
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and 
E*= {x~~~.~:P,(~P)~~Q(~,;,~)~P~(~~)~ for any PEW), I)}, (9) 
where fl, > 0 and fiz > 0 are constants to be chosen later. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that Q has a density f: Then for any F > 0, we can 
choose fl, small enough and PI large enough such that Q(SO,,- E*) < c. 
Note that E* is a Borel-measurable set and 
/?, 6 f(x) 6 /I2 for almost all XE E* (with respect to A). 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that Q has a density A h = h,, E (0, 1) and nhJ + CD. 
Then for any given E > 0, we have 
P(Q(G,T)>c) <e mC‘l”. 
Lemmas 2 and 3 can be deduced from Lemma 1. For the proof, see Zhao 
[6]. Note that G: is measurable with respect to .Y and P. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose that j,+ 1 g(x)1 IJ F(d.lc) < CC for some p > 0, then 
lim 
s Ig(u)-g(~~)l”F(du)IF(S,,,)=O A - 0 S,,Jz 
,for almost all x (with respect to F). 
Refer to Wheeden and Zygmund [4, p. 191, Example 201. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Suppose that 1 YI < A4. Then 
Jl 
jFk vnj( Y,‘- m(x)) Q(dx) d 2~4 2 v,,i -, 0 jzk 
as n -+ 00. Without loss of generality, we can assume Cj,k V,!, = 0 for any 
n. It is enough to prove that for each fixed T > 0, 
P [m,,(x)-m(x)/ Q(d,x)>& (10) 
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By Lemma 2, there exists /I’, = pi(~), i= 1,2, and a compact set EC E* 
such that 
Q(&,T - El < &PM, (11) 
where E* is defined by (9). 
Fix 6~ (0, ig), and take a> (2’p,6) ‘. Set 
h = h,, = (crk/lp, 
then h -+ 0 and n/r” + x as II + x8. 
By Lemma 3, there exists a compact set H,, such that with /I as above 
H,,c I.~E&..: Q,~isr.,,)3GQ(S,.,,)1 (12) 
and 
J’iQ(&.r- H,, ) 3 @?A4 ) < P ’ ‘I’. (13) 
For XE H,,n E, Q,l(s,.,)bsQ(s..,,)~a, bl.(S,,,) = /I1 62%k/n 3 k/n, so 
that X;, A’; ,..., .I’; all fall into S, ,,,. 
Partition R” into sets with the form n;‘= , [(i, - 1 ) h, i,h), where i, ,..., 
i,,= 0, + l..... Call the partition Y Set Y’ = [BE Y, Bc S,,,]. For BE Y’, 
Put 
m(B)= (B’E ‘P,p(B, B’)<3h), W(B) = U,,, ,v&‘, 
where p( B, B’) = inf [ //.v - .~‘ll : .Y E B, s’ E B’ 1. Then there exists a constant 
C,, such that for any BE ‘Py’ we have # ( m(B)) < Cd. It is easy to show by 
induction that, Y’ can be divided into C,( <Cs) disjoint subsets Y,, 
i = l,.... C,, such that for any two sets B,, B2 in the same Yyi, we have 
W(B,)rt W(B,)=@. 
Denote by B(.u) the cube BE Y which contains x.‘ If x E H,, n E and 
B(s) E Y’, then for any u E B(.u), we have S,.,, c SU,z,z c W(B(x)), so that, 
from Q,JS,,,,) 3,4-/n it follows that Xl;,..., A’; are also contained in W(B(x)). 
If we write 
.al,=jBEV:BnH,,nE#@] 
then, as mentioned above, for any BE &,,, W(B) contains the k nearest 
neighbors of each XE B. Further, we set &= J& n Y,, i= 1, 2 ,... , CZ. It is 
easy to see that 
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s 
Im,(x) -m(x)1 Q(~.K) G 2MQ(?&.- E) < c/4. 
so.7 t 
BY (13), 
Hence to prove (lo), it is enough to prove that 
Im,,(x) - m(x)l Q(dvx, a &/2 C’vr (14) 
For large n, 
Im,,(x) - m(x)( Q(h)). 
Put 
BE.%‘, BflE 
Jr,, = 1 j Ifi,,b) - 4x11 Q(u’-uL i= 1 ,..., cz. (15) 
BEI, BnE 
WI=/ /t KiCY;-m(X;))~ Q(d.y)/Q(BnE), 
Bnf ,=, 
4,;= #{BE&, qqB)bElW2)}, i= l,..., C,. 
To prove (14), it is enough to show that, for each i, 1 <id C2, we have 
P (I,,, 3 E/(4C2) ) < e - Cb”, (16) 
P{J,,, 3 c/(4C,) ] < e-c’s’s,,. (17) 
For almost all x E Bn E (with respect to i), .f(x) d b2. Hence, 
I,,i d c/(8C2) + 2Md,,/&crkln. 
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Write C, = E( 16MCzc$~))‘, then 
P{Z,,, > s/(4Cz))i d P(d,, 3 C,n/k}. 
Now we proceed to prove that, for any BE .&, 
(18) 
(19) 
where X” = (X, ,..., X,, ) is defined as before. 
For any E, > 0 and s > 0, by Jensen’s inequality we have 
f’{d(B)>,~,lJ”‘j 
6 e ““Efexp(s#( B)) 1 Y j 
When (A’;, ,j < k) is given, Y-T,..., Y; are independent. From this and the 
inequality le’- 1 - t( < ?t-e ’ ’ “I for any real t, it follows that, 
s 2 I’,,,[ Yp-m(X;)] 
/=I 
= fi E{exp(sV,,i[ Y; -m(X;)]) 1 X;} 
i= I 
d i {l +s’C~k~2exp(2sC,k-‘)j 
,= I 
<exp{s’Cik-’ exp(2sC,kP’)}. 
Here we have written C, = Sup,,(k maxi. k Vni) and C, = CgM. In the 
same way, 
E exp 
1 ( 
s i V,,;[m(A’;) - Y;] 
)I I 
x” dexp{s’Cik-’ exp(2sCsk-I)}. 
,=I 
In view of (20), we get 
P{~(B)>~,)~}<2exp(-s~~+s~C~k~‘exp(2sC,k~’)) 
Take s = jtk with p being small enough, we have 
P{~(B)>cE,IX”}<e-C’Ok. 
This is just (19). 
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Since for each BE &, W(B) contains the k nearest neighbors of each 
XEB, and W(B,)n W(B,)=@ for any B,, B,E& we see that when x”= 
(X , ,..., X,) is given, { q5( B), BE z) is a group of conditionally independent 
variables. Put G(B)= (q5(B)>c,). Then by (19) and #(&)< #(vl,),< 
C,,n/k, we have 
P{d,,, 3 C6nlk I x”) 
<P 
i 
u n G(B) J? 
.W c .W,,#(.W )> C&k BE X I I 
< c 
w c .w,. # (.W I 2 C&k 
‘(,?, G(B)/ p) 
= c n P(G(B) I y’) 
W c .X,, # , W ) 2 C’gnfh BE X 
From (18) and (21) it follows (16) is valid. 
Now we proceed to prove (17). As mentioned above, for each BE z, 
XT,..., Xl all fall into W(B). Noting the conditions imposed on V,?,‘s, we see 
that 
zBb)=lBnE Im(u) - m(.u)l Qfdx) 6 2MP,ak/n. 
(22) 
(23) 
Here, the following facts are used: [m(x)/ < M, f(x) d fiz for x E B n E and, 
;I( B) 6 hd = akln. 
Put sZ=~(8CzCs)-‘. To prove (17), it suffices to prove that 
’ 1 i z,(,,(x,) z,(xj)> 2ks, 
BEV,,Cl 
(24) 
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Let N be a Poisson random variable with parameter n, which is indepen- 
dent of X,, A’,,.... If IN-n1 <ns,=ns,/(2Mf12cr), then by (23) 
It follows that 
P xi1 
1 
,v,.,(x,, Z,(Xj) 3 2k 
BtYV,/=I I 
dP(IN-nl>tzc,)+P 
{ 
c $ Z,,,,(Xi)Z,(Xibks~ (25) 
BtP,,=l 
It is easy to show that 
P(IN-nl 3n&,) <em- C.,@l (26) 
Since W(B), BE Y!, are disjoint, we see that for t > 0, 
t-27) 
Now we proceed to show that 
li~*s,u~ RFV, j,,,, [exp (z Z,(u)) - 1] Q(du) = 0. (28) 
By (23), there exist constants C15, Cl6 such that 
and 
exp ( ) ;zBw -1 <c,,;z,(u). 
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To prove (28) it suffices to show that 
Im(u) - m(x)1 Q(h) =o. (29) 
W(B) 
Assume that BE Y,, B n E # 0 and x E B n E, then W(B) c Sr.5,,, where 
h = (crk/‘n) ‘? By Lemma 2, 
Q(S,,,) 6 /?A lOh)‘= 10d~2~k/tz. 
Put C,, = 10Jfl,a, then 
; c j 
BE’,“, BnE 
Q(dx) Jlvi,, Im(u)-m(-~)l Q(Q’u) 
6 c17 c 1 
BE P, BnE 
Q(dx) {j”,<,, Im(~l) - m(-x)l QWQ(s.s,J) 
b(u) - d-u)1 Q(du,/Q(Sy;.,,, (30) 
By Lemma 4, for almost all x (with respect to Q), 
lim 
I Im(u) - M-u)1 Q(~~,lQ(s,.,,, = 0. ” - 1 s, jh 
Further, for .Y E S(Q), the support of Q, we have 
I Itdu) - m(.x)l Q(du,/Q(sr.s,,) 6 2~ .SO! 
Hence, by the dominated convergence theorem, (29) is valid. Thus (28) is 
proved. 
Take t = njk in (27), we have 
P 
i 
C ,$ ‘WcB,(xj) ZB(X,)>k&, 
I 
~exp(-EZn+O(n))~e-~~lx”. (31) 
BEY’,j=l 
From (25) (26), and (31). it follows that (24) holds, and (17) is valid. 
From ( 16) and ( 17), Theorem 1 is proved. 
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